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Abstract. We present a finite-element method to calculate 3-D surface
profiles of refractive microlenses fabricated by melting-resist technology
(reflow technique). The geometry of the microlenses can be arbitrary.
Surface tension and gravity are taken into account. Gravity can have an
advantageous influence on the profile form, so that smaller focal spots
can be achieved. A simple scaling law is given to estimate the influence
of gravity on the profile form for given microlens parameters. We com-
pared various theoretical and measured surface profiles of microlenses
fabricated by melting-resist technology and found good agreement. Fi-
nally, the usefulness of this method for the design of refractive micro-
structures for smart masks is shown. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)03208-6]

Subject terms: refractive microlenses; surface profile modeling; finite-element
method; surface tension; smart masks.
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1 Introduction

Refractive microlenses are used in various applicati
such as miniaturized chemical detection systems,1 micro-
lens projection lithography,2 and confocal microscopy.3 A
common and well-known method to fabricate refractive m
crolenses is the melting-resist technology~reflow
technique!.1,4,5 Photoresist is deposited onto a substra
which is coated with a resist base layer and afterwa
structured using standard photolithographic techniqu
Subsequently, the resist is melted in an oven and mic
lenses are formed due to the surface tension of the liq
resist. The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 1. T
process is well developed, and spherical microlenses,
example, can be fabricated with diffraction-limited optic
properties.6

The fabrication process is dominated by experimen
experience. Little work so far has been dedicated to th
retical investigations and analysis of the surface profiles
terms of the basic underlying physical quantities, especi
for arbitrary microlens geometries. In the work of Sherid
et al.7 the modeling of melted spherical microlens shape
treated with a heuristic approach, while in the work
Erdmann8 the restrictions concern either the geometry
the structures, approximations for small radii of curvatu
or the exclusion of gravity. For spherical or elliptical m
crolenses without gravitational influence, the theoreti
profile forms can be determined analytically, while for a
bitrary microlens geometries the surface profiles have to
evaluated with numerical methods. Examples for this k
of more complicated profile forms are cylindrical micr
lenses intersecting at 90 deg to form a microlens cor
structure. Such structures might be used in smart-mas
thography where micro-optical elements are used to p
simple patterns into photoresist.9
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In this paper we present a finite-element method to c
culate 3-D surface profiles of microlenses with arbitra
geometry under the influence of surface tension and g
ity. We demonstrate that for certain parameter combi
tions gravity can have an advantageous influence on
surface profile form of microlenses. We give a simple sc
ing law to estimate the influence of gravity on the surfa
profiles of melting resist microlenses. We compare theo
ical profile forms with measured profiles of fabricate
structures to demonstrate the applicability of this fini
element method for the modeling of the profile forms f
melting-resist microlenses. For the example of cylindric
microlenses intersecting at 90 deg, we show how theor
cal predictions for the surface profiles can be used to
prove the design of smart mask structures.

2 Theory

The model that we apply to calculate the surface profiles
melting-resist microlenses is based on the assumption
at a certain point during the melting-resist fabrication p
cess the resist is a liquid with a fixed surface tension a
that a generalized minimum surface is formed under
additional influence of gravity. For a complete descripti
of the problem one has to specify the geometry of the re
borders, the resist height, the surface tension and mass
sity of the liquid photoresist, and the acceleration of gra
ity. Here we assume that during the melting process
borders of the resist structures remain fixed, which is
perimentally well justified, at least for the fabrication pr
cess we used. With these parameters, the problem is s
fied and the solution is completely determined if o
further assumes that the volume is conserved during
melting process. If one desired to take into account res
solvent evaporation during the melting process, the fabr
2171© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Melting resist fabrication of microlenses: (a) Photoresist is deposited onto a substrate with a
resist base layer and exposed to UV light through a chromium mask. (b) The exposed resist is
processed, and free-standing resist structures are created. (c) The microlenses are formed during
melting in an oven.
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tion of evaporated solvent or the maximum microle
height after melting could be used as an additional par
eter.

In the following, we present the basic equations for t
generalized minimum-surface problem. The partial diff
ential equation that describes the surface profile of a liq
with a surface tensions and mass densityr in an external
potentialU is given by10

sF 1

R1~x,y!
1

1

R2~x,y!
G1rU~x,y,z!1l50, ~1!

whereR1(x,y) and R2(x,y) are the two principal radii of
curvature,l is a constant, andx andy are Cartesian coor
dinates. In terms of the surface profilez(x,y)we get for the
radii of curvature

1

R1~x,y!
1

1

R2~x,y!

5divH 1

@11ugradz~x,y!u2#1/2
gradz~x,y!J . ~2!

The influence of gravity is described by the external pot
tial U52gz, whereg is the acceleration of gravity. From
Eq. ~1! we get finally for the surface profilez(x,y) the
differential equation

divH 1

@11ugradz~x,y!u2#1/2
gradz~x,y!J 2

rg

s
z~x,y!1

l

s

50. ~3!

The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The coefficientrg/s defines a typical length scaleLc

5(s/rg)1/2, which is called thecapillary length. In the
following we replace the constantrg/s by a andl/s by f.
Therefore, Eq.~3! takes the form

divH 1

@11ugradz~x,y!u2#1/2
gradz~x,y!J 2az~x,y!1 f 50.

~4!
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This elliptic partial differential equation was solved wit

a finite-element method, as implemented in the partial d
ferential equation toolbox in MATLAB™,11 according to
the following scheme: First, the boundary of the microle
has to be specified. This boundary corresponds to
boundary of the resist cylinders before the melting proce
There are no restrictions concerning the geometry of
boundary. Next, a mesh grid with an appropriate resolut
has to be defined over the area of interest, the interior of
microlens boundaries. An appropriate resolution of the g
can always be found by using a set of mesh grids w
increasing resolution while controlling the convergence
the obtained solutions.

Subsequently, the boundary conditions have to be sp
fied. For the standard case it is clearly appropriate to
Dirichlet boundary conditions, where the solutionz for the
surface profile is specified on the boundary. After melti
the surface profile height is zero on the boundary; theref
the Dirichlet boundary condition becomes

z~s~x,y!![0, ~5!

wheres(x,y) describes the boundary of the microlens.
can be useful for certain special cases to use other boun
conditions, like Neumann boundary conditions, where
derivative of the profile height is given on the boundary,

Fig. 2 Arbitrary surface z(x,y) with the two principal radii of curva-
ture R1(x,y) and R2(x,y).
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mixed boundary conditions, where a combination ofz and
the derivative ofz is specified on the boundary.

The parameterss, r, andl, or equivalentlya andf, have
to be specified. Of these,s andr are material constants tha
depend on the photoresist used for the fabrication of
microlenses, andl has to be determined with the help of a
additional parameter, such as the volume or maxim
height of the final surface profile. Typical values for th
mass density and surface tension of a photoresist
r51000 kg/m3 and s5(2.5 to 5)31022 N/m,
respectively.8,12Therefore, a typical value for the paramet
a is about 231027 mm22, which corresponds to a typica
length scale ofLc'2 mm.

In order to validate the modeling method, we compa
the solutions obtained by it with the analytical solutions
two cases with simple boundaries without gravity: a circ
lar boundary and straight parallel boundaries. In these c
the profiles are a spherical surface and a circular arc
face, respectively. For both cases the microlens heig
were 10mm and the diameter or width was 100mm. The
relative height difference between the two solutions,
shown in Fig. 3, was in both cases smaller than 0.5%. T
remaining small difference is due to the grid of the finit
element modeling method and could be reduced furthe
using a finer grid.

By rewriting Eq. ~1! with the parametersa and f, we
obtain the equation

F 1

R1~x,y!
1

1

R2~x,y!
G2az~x,y!1 f 50. ~6!

If the linear dimensions and the surface profile height
scaled with an arbitrary dimensionless parameterb, we get

x85bx, ~7!

y85by, ~8!

Fig. 3 Relative height difference between the analytical solution
and the solution obtained by the modeling method. The solid line
indicates a circular boundary, the dashed line straight parallel
boundaries. Both cases are without gravity.
e

s
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z8~x,y!5bz~x,y!, ~9!

and the radii of curvature scale as

Ri85bRi , i 51,2. ~10!

As a consequence, Eq.~6! remains invariant if at the sam
time the parametersa and f are scaled according to

a85
a

b2
, ~11!

f 85
f

b
. ~12!

The scaling property of Eq.~6! is employed in Sec. 3.

3 Results and Discussion

We have investigated the influence of the direction a
strength of gravity on the surface profile form of spheric
microlenses. The parametersr, g, ands appear in Eq.~4!
in the combined form of the parametera5rg/s. For fixed
values of mass densityr and surface tensions, the varia-
tion of the parametera corresponds to a variation of grav
ity. We have to distinguish between two different cases.
the first case, gravity points from the substrate to the
crolens surface~hanging microlenses!, corresponding toa
,0. In the other case, gravity points from the microle
surface to the substrate~lying microlenses!, corresponding
to a.0. The two different configurations are displayed
Fig. 4.

We have calculated for spherical microlenses with a
ameter of 100mm and a typical resist cylinder height of
mm the surface profile forms as a function of the parame
a. Subsequently, we have calculated the correspond
Zernike polynomials of the surface and analyzed the pro
forms with a commercial raytrace program~Raytrace
6.1™!. We have evaluated the focal spot size for the m
crolenses with a refractive index ofn51.5, illuminated
with a plane wave from the convex side. The focal spot w
defined as the point of least confusion.

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 5.
significant influence on the spot size can be observed
parameter valuesuau.231025 mm22 in both cases of the
direction of gravity. This value ofa corresponds to a cap
illary length of Lc'200 mm, which is on the order of the
microlens diameter of 100mm. For values uau.5

Fig. 4 Gravity g acting on the melting photoresist during microlens
formation: (a) hanging microlens (a,0), (b) lying microlens (a
.0).
2173Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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31024 mm22 the spot size changes dramatically. The b
havior of the spot size is quite different for the two diffe
ent directions of gravity. While for lying microlenses th
focal-spot size increases continuously, for hanging mic
lenses a decrease in size with increasinguau is possible
because of the reduction of spherical aberration by thick
ing at the center of the lens. The smallest spot is achie
for uau'331024 mm22. The focal spot is 25% smalle
than for a comparable microlens without gravitational
fluence in this configuration.

The scaling law introduced in Sec. 2 predicts that if t
length scales for a given microlens geometry are chan
by one order of magnitude, then the parametera5rg/s
has to be scaled by two orders of magnitude to reprod
an identical surface profile. As shown above, gravity sta
to have an influence on the surface profile foruau.2
31025 mm22 for microlenses with diameter 100mm.
Therefore, one can conclude that, assuming a typical
rameter value ofa'231027 mm22 for standard photore
sist, gravitation will start to have a significant influence
the profile form for microlenses with diameters larger th
about 1000mm. Equivalently, if the parametera could be

Fig. 5 Focal-spot size as a function of the parameter a5rg/s: (a)
hanging microlens (a,0), (b) lying microlens (a.0).
2174 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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changed by two orders of magnitude, for example by us
other materials or by increasing gravity with a centrifug
the influence on the surface profile would become sign
cant for diameters larger than about 100mm.

Since the scaling law is valid in general, the conclusi
about the point where gravity has a significant influen
can be extended to arbitrary microlens structures wh
typical radii of curvature are comparable with the radii
curvature of the investigated spherical microlenses. For
crolens structures with other typical radii of curvature, t
critical value of the parametera for the onset of gravity
influence can be determined by the scaling laws given
Eqs.~7! to ~12!.

We fabricated various test structures to verify the d
scribed finite-element modeling for microlens surface p
files with arbitrary geometry. The different geometries a
the comparison of the theoretical and the experimental
sults are shown in Figs. 6–8. The microlenses were fa
cated following the process described by Nussbaum et1

We used the photoresist AZ 4562 from Hoechst. We
ways calculated 3-D surface profiles and took cross s
tions for comparison with the measured curves. For
investigated microlenses the influence of gravity was n

Fig. 6 Two cylindrical microlenses intersecting at an angle of
a5135 deg: (a) geometrical configuration, (b) theoretical and experi-
mental profile curves for the cross sections 1 and 2 indicated in (a).
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ligible; therefore all profile forms were calculated witha
50. All experimental curves were measured with a profi
meter~Tencor Instruments!. The exact positions and direc
tions of the measured curves were controlled with a mic
scope that allowed us to view the profilometer tip and
microstructures to be measured.

Figure 6~a! shows a microlens structure with two cylin
drical microlenses intersecting at an angle of 135 deg.
comparison of the theoretical and experimental surface
files for cross sections 1 and 2 as indicated in Fig. 6~a! is
shown in Fig. 6~b!. The agreement between calculated a
measured profile forms is very good for cross section 1.
cross section 2 the maximum height and the general pro
form are well reproduced, while the lateral position of t
maximum height is slightly displaced.

It is desirable for certain smart-mask applications
have connected, cylindrical microlenses that form a 90
angle. We fabricated two different structures of connec
cylindrical microlenses at an angle of 90 deg, shown
Figs. 7 and 8. In the layout of Fig. 7, the microlenses
directly connected, forming a sharp corner. In the layou
Fig. 8, the 90-deg corner is rounded, so that the microl
has a constant width. For these two structures we calcul
and measured the profile forms and found again an exp
mental verification of the theoretical results, as expec

Fig. 7 Two cylindrical microlenses intersecting at an angle of a590
deg: (a) geometrical configuration, (b) theoretical and experimental
profile curves for the cross sections 1 and 2 indicated in (a).
-

d
-
.

Cross section 1 in Fig. 7 yields the same result as for
structure witha5135 deg, because it corresponds simply
the surface profile of a cylindrical microlens. The agre
ment between calculated and measured data for cross
tion 2 is satisfactory. However, the absolute profile heig
is slightly underestimated and the theoretical profile sho
a slight deviation from the measured one. For both cr
sections displayed in Fig. 8, we found excellent agreem
between theoretical and experimental profiles.

The constant-width structure in Fig. 8, with a differen
between interior and exterior radii of curvature equal to
width of the structure, has the expected property that
microlens height is constant and that the cross-sectio
profile is identical for the whole microlens. The focal line
therefore produced in the same plane along the whole st
ture. Therefore this structure would be the most appropr
for smart-mask applications, where patterns in the fo
plane have to be printed into resist. The fact that the ag
ment between theoretical and experimental surface pro
was better for smooth structures than for structures hav
sharp corners was also confirmed by other experiments

Fig. 8 Improved corner structure for two microlenses with a
constant-width design: (a) geometrical configuration, (b) theoretical
and experimental profile curves for the cross sections 1 and 2 indi-
cated in (a).
2175Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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4 Conclusions

We have presented a finite-element method to determ
theoretically the 3-D surface profiles of microlenses fab
cated by melting-resist technology for arbitrary microle
geometries. For spherical microlenses the influence of g
ity on the profile form was calculated and the optical pro
erties of the resulting profile forms were analyzed with
commercial raytrace program. We found that for hang
microlenses a better focal spot can be achieved than
lying microlenses. With the help of a simple scaling la
we derived a rule of thumb to decide when gravity ha
nonnegligible influence on the surface profiles of mic
lenses. We compared theoretical and experimental res
for the surface profiles of different structures and fou
good agreement. For cylindrical microlenses intersectin
90 deg, we demonstrated the utility of this modeli
method for the design of nonstandard microlenses
smart-mask applications.
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